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Publikum Nynäshamn: social-ecological architecture 

in public municipal space 

 

Publikum Nynäshamn has aimed to further enhance the development of public 

municipal space suggested in the project brief, which described the café and the assembly hall of a new 

central municipal  building in Nynäshamn, Stockholm as being available and accessible even when the 

rest of the municipal building is closed.   Design features encourage reduced use of energy through for 

example progressively rising central spaces allowing for the possibility of natural stack ventilation, 

thermal mass energy storage in concrete (HD/F) slabs, and generous natural daylight through the glazed 

curtain wall climate shell surrounding the building.  Provision of ecosystem services through three 

intensive and accessible green roof gardens also enhance ecological and social values. An abstracted 

winged structure crowns the top of the building, inspired by the sightings of sea eagles reported in this 

coastal area, and provides both a signum for the building (instead of a more traditional municipal 

building tower) and an extended surface for rainwater collection that can be used for watering indoor 

green plant walls and the roof garden vegetation.  The deeper soil of the intensive green roofs not only 

provides more uptake and retention of rainwater (and thus reduced peak flow rates favorable for 

stormwater management) but also allows planting of larger, woody plants and bushes, and even small 

trees, which in turn, among other social and ecological benefits, add natural habitat to a predominantly 

impervious-surfaced downtown urban area. 

Public space in the building is of limited use if access to the building itself is limited.  Thus the first move 

to improve access to the building is to open up, with a public throughway, the dead-end southwest 

corner of Banana Square where the old municipal building meets Folkets hus (People’s House).   This 

would also develop Floravägen on the southern side of the building from a back alleyway with no direct 

access to Banana Square, to an approach path to the building and the square in its own right.  From this 

opened-up public throughway, pedestrian movement can cross Floravägen and continue directly down 

to Svandammen (swan pond) to an existing public outdoor stair precisely at that location – and in the 

opposite direction, direct up to Banana square from the commuter rail station.  Currently, a much longer 

roundabout pedestrian path via Centralgatan and Mörbyvägen is the default path up to Banana square 

from the commuter rail station.   

A diagonal passage through central lobby space of the building, from the north to south building 

entrances, also provides an additional “internal city street” connecting Banana Square and Floravägen.  

The ground floor perimeter of the building withdraws 3 meters inwards to provide a sheltered walkway 

around the whole building (the ground floor of the existing municipal building is rebuilt to accommodate 

this), where benches invite people in towards the building for repose and social interaction.  Both these 

design features, an internal city street and a sheltered walkway around the full edge of the building, are 

inspired by Christopher Alexander’s work. 

The existing nine story municipal building is a formidable presence on the square and one that 

unavoidably must needs be related to.  Publikum Nynäshamn does this quite literally by docking to the 



west facade of this formidable presence with the project brief’s largest designated program area, activity 

offices (800 m2).  Stairs and elevators located on this west side of the existing municipal building can be 

“cannibalized” for access to the activity offices as well.  A minimal number of windows (two on each floor 

for these internal circulation spaces) on this west façade also means that minimal change to views and 

lighting occurs for occupants of the existing municipal building.  Having activity floors at the same level of 

each of the existing office floors provides ease of access and flexibility and expansion areas for municipal 

staff.   

 

Thus the tallest part of Publikum Nynäshamn is a seven story office area attached to the existing building 

(with the first floor occupied by internal service), with a full height atrium defining this space, serving as 

light tunnel, ventilation stack, and green wall surface.  This internally unwalled office area, with balconies 

on each floor overlooking the central atrium and internal green wall, is open to natural light and sounds. 

The ellipsoid shapes of the balconies, as well as other ellipsoid shapes (of meeting rooms and reception 

areas for example) are inspired by Thomas Heatherwick’s “Hive”, also known as the Learning Hub, in 

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, as well as by Klas Anshelm’s use of ellipsoidal internal 

volumes in Lund Stadshall (City Hall). 

The west side of this full-height atrium, at the opposite end of the existing building facade, is the two 

story high rear wall of the assembly hall, colonized on this atrium side by an indoor green plant wall 

providing the monumental living presence of nature (and its ecosystem services) in an office 

environment.  These plants are watered by rainwater collected by the winged structure attached to the 

top of this tallest part of Publikum Nynäshamn.   The atrium is topped by a glazed semi-ellipsoidal roof, 

with a smallish roof garden, the highest of three, on the rest of the otherwise rectangular atrium roof.   

This highest and smallest roof garden is and accessible from the 8th floor of the existing municipal 

building,  

The docking of the activity offices to the existing municipal building (with its existing edges) suggests an 

orientation, direction, and new, unified building edge proceeding directly towards Folkets hus, different 

from that of the existing older building in this location.  This new orientation is indeed realized with 

additional program spaces that continue in this direction, with building volumes that step down from the 

height of the nine story municipal building towards the height of Folkets Hus. 

In the assembly hall, the heart of Publikum Nynäshamn, another indoor green plant wall colonizes  the 

opposite side of this very same two story green plant wall in the full-height atrium – providing a natural 

backdrop (instead of a more traditional hung tapestry or painted mural) to the three-story-high assembly 

hall, a raised central space of the building, with its lowest point on the 2nd floor.   The inclined floor of 

the assembly hall (one story high) provides both improved sightlines in the space itself, and an even 

more vertically spacious lobby space underneath it in the entrance hall of Publikum Nynäshamn.  The 

inclined floor, tapering out and up from a central podium on the lowest part of the assembly hall on the 

2nd floor to the building edges, also provides free passage on both sides of, and underneath, the 

assembly hall on the 2nd floor, additionally connecting the east and west ends of the building (east and 

west ends of the building are already connected above ground on the 1st floor).   The assembly hall has 

two-story high clerestory windows providing generous natural light but also an openness to the outside 

world that characterizes a democratic society. 



A lunch/dining area with kitchen is atop the assembly hall, and from this key functional and social space 

for the municipal staff, access to the outdoors is provided by a balcony on the south perimeter, and by 

the second mid-level 6th floor roof garden, accessed by an indoor spiral staircase. 

A generously-sized elevator on the building’s northern edge provides additional access from the ground 

floor (and both basement floors) to the above five floors of the activity offices  (ending at the fifth floor 

lunch/dining area).  The 6th and 7th floors of the activity offices (the penthouse suites), as well as the 

atrium roof garden can only be reached via the elevators and/or stairs of the existing municipal building. 

The two floor height of the central lobby space, underneath the assembly hall, flows into the full height 

of the atrium. Reception area and meeting rooms are on this floor, including progressively smaller spaces 

for confidential activities.   A generous staircase leads down from the lobby to additional, larger meeting 

rooms on the first basement floor, where toilets and locker rooms with showers are also located.  This 

collection of meeting rooms on the ground floor and first basement could for example be used in the 

evenings for courses and club meetings. 

Beyond and west of the central lobby space, two floors of the café (with outdoor seating on both the 

ground floor and a first floor balcony) provide a new social and functional space adjacent to Folkets Hus’s  

pub Ankaret and restaurant En Trappa Upp (right across the new public passageway between Publikum 

Nynäshamn and Folket’s Hus). This café has its own internal spiral staircase connecting both floors and in 

addition extending down to the first basement floor, where additional kitchen and storage space areas 

for the café can be located.  From this first-basement floor, a separate set of internal stairs leads to 

street level. These stairs primarily provide an additional emergency exit from the basement floors, but 

they also provide loading possibilities from the street level to the first basement space of the café.   

A four meter high gallery space extending to the full western edges of the building is atop the café’s two 

floors.  A second elevator shaft in this eastern side of the building serves this gallery, the third most 

expansive rooftop garden above the gallery , as well as the two basement floors, and the two floors of 

the café. 

The vertical stacking of additional program spaces in this new direction towards Folkhuset not only 

allows for a new public throughway between Folkhuset and Publikum Nynäshamn, a previous closed and 

dead corner as described above,  but also, as the new unified building edge progresses further and 

further away from Floravägen in the direction of Folkets Hus, more public space opens up on the south, 

Floravägen side of the new building (taking some public space from the oversized Banana square.)  So 

much so that not only is an 11 meter (at its narrowest point) passageway opened up in a previously 

dead-end corner, but also ample public open space now exists on the Floravägen side.  This new open 

space is activated by an outdoor stair complex providing not only access to the first floor balcony space 

of the café, a second floor outdoor floor balcony of the gallery, and the third-floor rooftop garden on top 

of the gallery, but also, with its generous dimensions, a spontaneous outdoor public seating area and 

meeting point that activates this previous dire and neglected back-alleyway.  The stair complex quite 

literally also creates a climbing space for children, in which the sloped roof slab of the emergency exit 

can for example be repurposed as a slide.  Taking the children to play on the stair complex and/or 

climbing up the rooftop garden could become a new Sunday morning activity for nearby city residents. 

Access to the eastern side of Publikum Nynäshamn with the municipal activity and office areas can be 

closed off after hours with the rest of the building potentially open 24 hours.  The assembly hall can be 



used for conventions, films, or lectures.  The meeting rooms on the ground floor and first basement can 

be used for seminars or courses – a new learning center for Nynäshamn.  The café can potentially be 

open 24 hours while the gallery can be closed off separately after office hours.  The open and public 

areas flowing around the assembly hall on first and second floors can otherwise also be used as 

exhibition space that remains open to the public when the rest of the gallery area is closed. 

The structural system was modeled after the Bullitt Center in Seattle, Washington, with a concrete base 

and a wooden above-ground structure.  However in Publikum Nynäshamn, HD/F precast reinforced 

concrete modules replace cast-in-place concrete where possible, even above ground (in the roofs for 

example), for the possible benefits of using the modules´conduits for heating and ventilation and for 

using the modules´ thermal mass for heat storage and recovery, as well as for the large spans (up to 12 

meters) allowed by the modules. 

Thus the base of the building, the two floors below ground, as well as the ground floor, are in reinforced  

concrete and HD/F modules, while above ground glu-lam pillars and consoles support the central volume 

and perimeter “balconies” respectively.  Horizontal stiffening and bracing is provided to some extent by 

cross-laminated wood floors, but two steel elevator shafts at opposite ends of a horizontal diagonal axis 

through the building provide the primary horizontal bracing. 

 

Jeff Ranara 

Studio 2, ÅK 3, Vår 2019 
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Publikum Nynäshamn (these model pictures were submitted for the technical course)

The structural system was modeled after the Bullitt Center in Seattle, Washington, with a concrete base and a wooden above-ground structure.  However in Publikum Nynäshamn,  HD/F precast reinforced concrete modules 
replace cast-in-place concrete where possible, even above ground (in the roofs for example), for the possible benefits of using the modules´conduits for heating and ventilation, and for using the modules´ thermal mass for heat 
storage and recovery, as well as for the large spans (up to 12 meters) allowed by the modules.

Thus the base of the building, the two floors below ground, as well as the ground floor, are in reinforced  concrete and HD/F modules, while above ground glu-lam pillars and consoles support the central volume and perimeter 
“balconies” respectively.  Horizontal stiffening and bracing is provided to some extent by cross-laminated wood floors, but two steel elevator shafts at opposite ends of a horizontal diagonal axis through the building provide the 
primary horizontal bracing.  

Curtain walls provide the above-ground climate shell, drawn inwards on the ground floor to provide a sheltered colonnade around the whole building.  This colonnade extends as well around the existing 9 story municipal building 
to which the new Publikum Nynäshamn “docks”.  

Publicly accessible intensive green roofs provide enriched public space and ecosystem services.

Since a full technical section, even of just the lower part of the building, was too large to fit on an A1 format, three subsections were used to include 1) the bottom slab  2) the ground floor and first floor, and 3) the roof.  The place-
ment of the section is shown in the structural ground floor plan (in a red box) as well as in a section schematic (a red box is also used) provided with each subsection.
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BGreen-it Takträdgård
RNF-AL-05-FF-DT

Stenkross 2/8 mm

Vegetation; gräs, perenner, små buskar
Intensiv jordsubstrat, SIM
Filterduk, VLF-200             
Dränerings- och vattenreservoar, DiaDrain 40H          
Fuktbevarende skyddsduk, VLU 300 
Isolering

       Dräneringsmatta, Enkadrain 5004
Rotspärrsfolie, LDR 1000                       
Vattentätt membran fall 1:100

   

                                 ca. 400 - 500 mm
                                            1 skikt

             40 mm
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4 mm

                   1 mm
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